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Soon, Ah Yao arrived, and when she came over and saw close to seven hundred human

Illusionary Spirit Masters who were ordered to act like a well-trained army, Ah Yao was stunned.

She was even more amazed at the strength of these humans. Ao Lie had really not
lied to her, these human powerhouses had all reached the realm of third to fourth class peak

Illusionary Spirit Masters.

Shen Xiyan looked at Ah Yao and the few people beside him. Shen Xiyan's gaze
was fixed, she felt a powerful oppression in the breath of these people, six fifth grade Illusionary
Spirit Masters?

However, Shen Xiyan was not shy, she walked forward and communicated with

Ah Yao in the language of this place, "Hello, you are the one in charge here, right?"

Shen Xiyan did not expect that this Ah Yao, who looked so young, would have

those fifth-ranked powerhouses headed by her.

Ah Yao was also incomparably surprised, not expecting that the leader of these
ranks was also a woman and quite young too, at the same time Ah Yao couldn't help but frown,
"Why do I think you look familiar."



"Familiar?" Shen Xiyan was a little surprised, but didn't care, and seemed to

speak in an unassuming tone, "We don't mean any harm, we just heard that there are human

illusionists here, and they might be our partners, please also let us meet the human illusionists,
and if they are our fire rods, please allow us to take our partners away."

This method had been used by Shen Xiyan and the others many times,
converging all their troops.

Courtesy first, if they agreed to hand over the men then it was best, if not then a
battle was inevitable!

But it was the first time they had encountered such a serious situation, after all,
there were over ten thousand Spirit Beasts and Ancient Gods in the vicinity, they were not very
sure.

Cang Wolf and Nan Hu both had a slightly nervous look on their faces, but only
Shen Xiyan's gaze coalesced, her expression unchanged, and the aura on her body increased

rather than decreased.

"Ah, I remember, I've really seen you before!" Ah Yao looked at Shen Xiyan's
face and finally responded, "I've seen you, and those two men beside you."

"It's just that the you I saw at that time was a bit soft or ordinary, but now your

aura has changed so drastically that I didn't even react for a moment." Ah Yao looked a little

elated and at the same time a little? Di er yi wu yi steak di er? different feeling, I don't know why,
it feels a bit unpleasant.



And those strong people next to Goddess Ah Yao were incomparably surprised,
Goddess Ah Yao had seen these human strong people? It shouldn't be!

But it was right, the Goddess A Yao seemed to have a unique affinity for human

Illusionary Spirit Masters, after all, Lin Hao and the others were examples of this before.

During this period of time, they had also basically mastered the local language,
and Cang Wolf and Shen Xiyan and the others were a little surprised.

"When have you guys seen me before?" Shen Xiyan frowned, feeling that things
weren't quite simple.

"When you guys came in, you understand what I mean, right?"

As soon as Ah Yao's words fell, Shen Xiyan, Cang Wolf as well as Nan Hu made

a ready combat state, and in a swish, those well-trained members of the Dragon Group

immediately formed up and entered a combat state!

This neat and tidy action and execution really amazed many of the strong people
who were watching, and even envied them a little, how good it would be if they also had a unit

like this.



It was no wonder that Shen Xiyan and the others were so nervous, this statement
from Ah Yao made it clear that they knew that they did not belong to this world and were people
from the outside world.

No wonder the other party said they had seen them, it seemed that they had just

entered it and had been discovered by some powerful people using special means.

"You guys don't need to be nervous, this is our secret, by the way, I'm Lin Hao's
friend, your daughter is very cute." Ah Yao said with a smile.

The Ao Lie next to her even spoke up in a hurry, "That's right, our Goddess can be
nice to you human Illusionary Spiritists, there's really no malice. "

Lin Hao? Xiao Shi?

Shen Xiyan's eyes lit up, hearing the other party say these two names, Shen
Xiyan's guard was lowered quite a bit, but looking at Ah Yao's expression was quite odd, her own
husband's nowhere damn charm she knew best.
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Facing Shen Xiyan's eyes, Ah Yao was rather embarrassed.

"Where are Lin Hao and Xiao Shi and the others?" Shen Xi Yan enquired, they
should be right in their camp, right?



Ah Yao didn't know how to answer for a moment, she first invited Shen Xiyan and
the three of them inside the hut on the hill, while getting permission to do so, while the soldiers
from the Dragon Group set up a guard around the hill and watched over the surroundings.

Only then did Ah Yao tell Shen Xiyan, "Lin Hao and the others are not here, they
followed the strongest of the clans and went into the secret realm of the Ascension Staircase to try

out, and have not come out yet."

Ah Yao even described the appearance of Yun Feng, Zhao Chen and the others all
over again.

Nan Hu and the others were all excited, it seemed that they were all here, the
human survivors who had come in had all gathered.

"Wait a minute, I want to ask how many Ascension Ladder Trial Secret Realms are

there?" Shen Xiyan's face went wrong.

"Just one." Ah Yao looked at Shen Xiyan in uncertainty.

"How is that possible! Then what about that Heaven Ascension Ladder Trial Secret
Realm that we entered? And I also obtained a deity inheritance, but it might be different too, a
deity inheritance that I rode on the Nine Dragons pulling the carriage to receive." Shen Xiyan
actually didn't quite dare to be sure, after all, the one in front of her was a goddess, so she should
know more about deity inheritance.



"What!" Ah Yao and the rest of the group of Fifth Grade Illusionary Spirit Masters

were horrified, crap, this human woman in front of her had actually received a deity's inheritance,
that goes without saying!

Ah Yao didn't dare to hide it and told Shen Xiyan and the others the truth, Shen
Xiyan and the others had entered the real secret realm of the Heaven Ascension Staircase Trial,
while Lin Hao and the others had gone on a lonely trial and entered a trap designed by the
Underworld Ancient Clan.

Just now they had wondered if this was because no one had entered the secret
realm for too long and that was why the Heavenly Gate was closed, but now their doubts were

answered because Shen Xiyan had obtained the deity inheritance of the real secret realm!

These powerful Ancient God Race Illusionary Spirit Masters all looked

incomparably complicated, not expecting that humans could also obtain a deity's inheritance.

Wouldn't that mean that humans were really going to rise?

It was Ah Yao who didn't have any feelings.

Shen Xiyan frowned, very uneasy about Lin Hao and his own daughter, now that

they both had the strength to protect Lin Hao: "Goddess Ah Yao, can you take me to the entrance
of the false secret realm, perhaps I have a way to open the formation seal and lead you in."



"Really? Good, you come with me!" Ah Yao clenched her fist and thought to

herself, "Little ones, your god has returned!

Shen Xiyan, on the other hand, had a flash of pride on her face: Lin Hao your
queen is coming back!

......

The poor Gu Tian became the most miserable kidnapper in history, being smoked
and suffocated by Yun Feng and Chen Kai's divine operation, and the farts made his body so

black and stinky that he couldn't take it anymore.

Oh, my God! I'm sorry!

Gu Tian: (╬◣д◢)-I======〉Give me a break!

He was so disgusted that he kept vomiting, so angry that he kicked the two

bastards out of his hands, grabbed the long sword next to him and slashed at the two humans he

kicked out of his hands, using his strongest power.

Unfortunately, he was not destined to be a human, only a bird.



Seeing Chen Kai and Yun Feng being kicked away, Lin Hao and White Cat Rui

Lin dashed out in a flash and quickly caught the two unlucky bastards, then returned to the group
in the blink of an eye, Gu Tian gave a direct sword drop.

"Little old brother give it a go ow." Yun Feng smiled cheaply and gave a thumbs

up towards Chen Kai, with the same joy of having come back from the dead.

"Hey, old brother steady!" ? The ground whisked Yi pickpocket whisked er love?
Chen Kai smiled lewdly, "Haha, that harpy is a real douchebag, how pathetic na."

"Vomit, it's so disgusting, why don't we return them both." Lin Hao was actually
almost smoked to the point of tears, these two were too tasty, they were simply spicy.

"Huh~! Can't get my mouth off." The white cat was also incomparably disgusted
as he tossed Yun Feng aside.

The two were already badly injured, and as a result, they had just escaped the

tiger's mouth, and then had their teammate throw them aside in disgust. The force was not great,
and they were not hurt much, but the blow to their hearts was too great.
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It seems that what Lin Hao and the others said before was not a joke, they were all words from the

bottom of their hearts na, do their teammates dislike them so much, they want to die!



"Goddess Ye Yu, I'm hurt, oooh, my heart is broken, give me a hug to comfort

my broken heart." Chen Kai cried and cried as he walked in Ye Yu's direction.

"Vomit!" As soon as Chen Kai got close, Ye Yu directly vomited ah: "Get up, or I'll
give you your favorite big mouth!"

This~!

Chen Kai's face turned green!

How could this happen, the goddess vomited at the sight of him!

I can't be a human being anymore!

"Good, good, Lin Hao you're dead!" Gu Tian, who had recovered his senses,
finally knew that he had been tricked, and looked at Lin Hao with an expression full of hideous

horror, as the terrifying Yin Qi on his body began to surge up, that amazing Yin Qi converged,
and Gu Tian completely lost himself!

He was completely assimilated into the Yin Qi and became a monster of the River
Styx, the only trace of silver light left on his body completely dissipated, and his strength

gradually soared to the realm of a mid fourth grade Illusionary Spirit Master!



At the same time, a cold, piercing voice resounded throughout the jungle of Yun

Meng Ze: "All Ancient Gods as well as Spirit Beasts, listen to the order! Kill all humans! All
participants will be judged to have passed the test! Everyone will have a share of the qualification
to climb the Heavenly Staircase!"

"Hahahaha, Lin Hao, enjoy the feeling of your loved ones and friends dying one

by one around you." That voice alone rang out in Lin Hao's mind.

It was the voice that had announced the rules before, and it had felt familiar to Lin
Hao before, and it was only at this moment that Lin Hao finally reacted to who it really was.

Lin Hao held the Sword of the Gods in his hand as he raised his eyebrows slightly,
"Isn't this the Dragon Family Master? I haven't seen such a pull in a few days, I used to be able

to get by with the angel gods in the past, but now, well, I just want to say ......hetui!"

"You!" Long Kai Tian, who was hiding in the shadows, was furious, hardened by

Lin Hao's words, but in reaction Long Kai Tian sneered, "It's none of your business if I pull or not,
enjoy your feast of death!"

"Roar! Kill all the humans!"

"Void Sea Beast Race, follow me to kill all humans! Lin Yunhai, the leader of the
Void Sea Beast Clan, roared to the sky.



"Half-demon snake clan members, follow me to kill all humans!" With a wave of

her hand, the snake-tailed female demon-like demon Charming also waved her hand, and the

clan members gathered from all directions and ran wildly towards the direction where Lin Hao
and the others were.

The entire Yun Meng Ze was buzzing with activity as countless spirit beasts and
Ancient God Clan powerhouses converged towards Lin Hao's location from all directions.

Lin Hao and the others were like dazzling beacons in the dark night, so dazzling
and eye-catching.

"Captain, what should we do now?" Chen Kai hurriedly got up from the ground,
although wretched and miserable, he still had the strength to fight, and so did Yun Feng.

It seemed that although they had become prisoners, these two were in a
significantly better situation than what had happened to Zhao Chen, Lin Yin and Ye Yu, ah.

"What to do? One word!"

"Pan him!"

With a command from Long Kai Tian, the entire Yun Meng Ze was filled with

winds and killing intent, as spirit beasts and ancient gods of all races converged from all

directions.



There were snake-tailed, humanoid serpentine beasts, and there were also void sea
beasts floating in mid-air, with illusory and erratic forms, all kinds of strange shapes? All kinds

of strange shapes? Strange-looking spirit beasts abound.

Swarms of silver, blue and black winged Ancient Gods swept in, and it seemed

that the no-space formation had been lifted!

What attracted the most attention was that in front of thousands of powerful people
from all groups was none other than Long Kai Tian, dressed in black robes and enveloped in a

black aura!

If you look closely, you will see that these spirit beasts or ancient gods who had
rushed here were all covered in Yin Qi, it seemed that they already knew about the changes in Yun

Meng Ze, yet they had chosen to submit to the River Styx!

When Chen Kai saw this scene in front of him, he swallowed hard, "Captain, are
we, are we still going to pan?"

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched, this was really not a good deal, even if
he counted on the plate, he couldn't make it round.
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Most of the spirit beasts that had gathered here were from the Yun Meng Ze, and they were not

weak, with spirit beasts of the third to fourth level Illusionary Spirit Master realm abounding.



Zhao Chen and Lin Yin have slowly recovered and are doing quite well. With Lin

Hao's life force nourishing them, they have recovered about 40% of their fighting strength.

But it's impossible to fight, even at full strength? Even if they were all at full

strength? Even if they were at full strength, they might not be able to fight.

"Lin Hao, hahahaha, I didn't expect it, I became a dog in mourning because of

you, when I returned, it turned out that my father was also victimized by you, now the old hatred

and the new hatred are settled at the same time!!!" Long Kai Tian felt excited when he saw that Lin

Hao and the others were as powerless as ants in front of him!

Today, even if Lin Hao was strong, he would not be able to escape, there was still
the Red Umbrella Judge up there!

Swish!

In response to Long Kai Tian, there was a golden sword light that forced its way

straight to Long Kai Tian's face.

"Seek death!" A dense black light blossomed from Long Kai Tian's body, and that
horrifying black light resembled the large mouth of a terrifying beast, suddenly swallowing Lin

Hao's sword light with a wide mouth.



"Come and fight!" Lin Hao held his longsword and rose up into the sky, directly
forcing himself towards Long Kai Tian.

"None of you are allowed to interfere, this is a personal grudge between me and
him!" Long Kai Tian also shouted angrily and advanced instead of retreating, black Qi surged out
from Long Kai Tian's body, a huge and terrifying hideous beast resembling a big-mouthed
monster, swallowing Lin Hao in one bite as well.

All of a sudden, there was a roar in the blackness, and all sorts of earth-shattering
clashes resounded in it constantly, and occasionally one or two golden lights could be seen

flashing out of it, but they were quickly swallowed up.

After several rounds of fierce battle, Lin Hao's face became extremely ugly, damn
it, this guy's power was incessant as if it was inexhaustible.

If he wanted to defeat his opponent, he had to kill him with a single blow, or use
up all the Yin energy!

This was a clear game of cheating!

Seeing Lin Hao's ugly expression, Long Kai Tian became even more pleased:
''Isn't it desperate? The entire River Styx is my powerful backing, how can you fight me? And

those guys who claim to be gods, the River Styx is immortal for all eternity! But gods grow old

and eventually die out!"



"What are you selling here?" Lin Hao threw out another sword with his backhand,
the golden sword light was like the first light before dawn, illuminating the dark world!

The ten-foot sword light showed its brilliance!

"It's useless, swallow it for me!" Long Kai Tian was unconcerned with Lin Hao's
attack as Yin Qi surged in front of him and his hideous huge mouth reappeared.

Lin Hao raised an eyebrow as his mouth opened slightly, "Explode!"

As Lin Hao's words fell, the sword light exploded in a flash, bursting out in a
brilliant flash of light, seemingly as gorgeous as a firework, but in reality, there was a hidden
murderous opportunity, each splendid fragment of sword light carried an unstoppable sharpness.

The sharpness was like slicing tofu to crush the huge mouth condensed by the Yin
Qi.

"Heh, but ......" Long Kai Tian had not finished his sentence when he abruptly

discovered that there was an even more terrifying blade hidden in that huge sword light and it was

already close at hand!

Long Kai Tian felt the threat of death, his entire body actually exploded and turned
into a sky full of Yin Qi, then merged with the surrounding Yin Qi, Long Kai Tian's monstrous
anger came: "You seek death the mouth of the Taotian Wig! Roar!"



Lin Hao was once again blocked by the Yin Qi that was so dense that it was
extreme.

Chen Kai, Lin Ruoshi and the others all stared at the pervasive Yin Qi with worried
faces, what could they do now, it was king against king, once Lin Hao lost, they would be next.

But even if Lin Hao won, he would still have to face the galloping trampling of

thousands of horses on the other side.

There was an ear-splitting boom as the black air scattered and two streams of light

burst out of the black, at the speed of sound, in opposite directions, while the muffled grunts of

two people spitting blood rang out.

Long Kaitian and Lin Hao blasted their strongest blows, both sides bursting back
under the force of the terrifying recoil, both of them knocking down hundreds of sky-high trees
with their bodies, leaving shocking openings in the ground before they managed to come to a halt.
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Lin Hao wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, "This guy is quite troublesome."

Now that Long Kai Tian was steadily at the realm of a peak fourth grade
Illusionary Spirit Master, his strength was strong, and the worst part was that behind him was the

support of the entire power of the River Styx, if it wasn't for his restricted realm, otherwise Lin
Hao was afraid that he wouldn't really be a match for his opponent.



"Impossible! I'm already so strong, why did I still lose!" An enraged Long Kai

Tian couldn't believe what was happening in front of him.

Lin Hao was only a first class early stage Illusionary Spirit Master ah, why did his
fighting power not match his realm at all, even so, Long Kai Tian was confident of exterminating
Lin Hao, until he faced him once more, he was desperate.

"All of you, kill them! Kill all the humans and take complete control of Yun Meng

Ze!" Long Kai Tian spat out a mouthful of pitch black blood once more and ordered hideously, so
what if he couldn't defeat Lin Hao, so many powerful people would consume him to death!

The Ancient Gods and Spirit Beasts roared in desperate fury, their battle intent
billowed, and the next second it truly became a bloodbath!

The entire Cloud Dream Swamp is swarming with a terrifying gloom and
darkness is consuming the world!

It will be dark, it will be light, but when it is completely dark here, there will
never be light again!

As the surroundings began to fade into darkness, and as it looked like complete

darkness was about to envelop them, a divine seven-coloured haze of light descended from the

sky.



"Who dares to touch my man!"

A cold and piercing voice, full of killing intent, rolled out like thunder, like a
redeeming light in the dark night once again sprinkling the earth of Yun Meng Ze.

The first to arrive was not Ah Yao, but the valiant and heroic Shen Xiyan, who
came on the foot of the divine dragon.

The dragon roar resounded through the earth and the light blossomed, forcing the
darkness back a thousand feet.

Immediately afterwards, three more figures sped in, slowly landing beside Shen

Xiyan and standing in the air.

These were the Goddess A Yao, who was holding a staff, and the two great

captains, Cang Wolf and Nan Hu.

Following closely behind them were over seven hundred Dragon Group warriors,
who summoned their respective weapons, all of them were Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters, and
the warriors they coalesced with were also illusions based on the weapons they had once used to
take advantage of, and Lin Hao was even more dumbfounded to see someone carrying an AK47
warrior.

Of course, what shocked Lin Hao the most was Shen Xiyan, her entire aura had
completely changed, becoming cold and indifferent, making Lin Hao feel a little strange. What



was most unacceptable to Lin Hao was that, although the enemies on the other side deserved to die,
the way Shen Xiyan looked at those people was cold to the bone, looking at those enemies like
they were ants, like grass and mustard.

It was the indifference of indifference to the living!

"Ma Ma! Little Shi misses you so much, Ma Ma." Lin Ruoshi saw Shen Xiyan, her
bright big eyes were filled with dazzling brilliance, Lin Ruoshi didn't even think about it that
complicated, she just felt that she was so powerful and domineering Ma Ma!

Buzz!

The Xuan Yuan sword unexpectedly appeared without warning, emitting a sword
sound? 地依洱伍意伍侍地?

Lin Hao's face changed, bad, because just now he felt an incomparably familiar

aura on Shen Xiyan, it was the aura of divinity!

"Little Xuan Xuan why did you come out by yourself?" Lin Ruoshi looked at the

Xuan Yuan Sword with some confusion, hadn't this Xuan Yuan Sword already claimed mastery

over her?

Lin Ruo Shi did not take the initiative to summon Xuan Yuan Sword to appear, and
this Xuan Yuan Sword even appeared on its own, and now it has even directly disconnected from

Lin Ruo Shi.



The Xuan Yuan sword sounded crisp and clear, but it was like the whispering of
the god of death, and the terrible power of the gods gathered together.

Chop!

The ten thousand zhang sword light cut down head on, and the gaze was none

other than Shen Xiyan!

"This aura ......" Ah Yao's heart and soul were trembling, that terrifying feeling

that life and death were near emanated from the depths of her soul, even her divinity became

extremely unstable, and even Ah Yao clearly felt that under the power of this sword, the divinity
in her body had the urge to flee!

Impossible!

This sword light had overturned all her perceptions. Wasn't God the supreme

being, above the world, immortal and indestructible? Why did this sword light give her the fear

of death?
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"So you are the Immortal Chopping Sword." Shen Xiyan's willow brows were slightly knitted, her
voice was clear and cold, not much changed because of the horror of this sword, the divine
dragon under Shen Xiyan's feet erupted into a dragon roar, the hundred feet divine dragon turned

into a drifting belt of haze and fell into Shen Xiyan's hands, Shen Xiyan was like a divine goddess



of the nine heavens holding the drifting belt actually directly met the ten thousand feet sword

light.

"Xiyan is in danger!" Lin Hao had already darted as fast as he could, but the sword
was too fast!

Sigh~!

At that moment, a disembodied sigh came from afar, a voice filled with

helplessness and desolation, "Is it fitting?"

A pair of large hands spanned the distance of space and time, tearing open space
and poking out, holding that ten-thousand-foot golden light in one hand!

The hands were filled with a soft azure glow, and with the soft power of the Water

Dao, they held the fierce golden sword light in a stalemate!

Taking advantage of the stalemate, Lin Hao hurriedly swept to Shen Xiyan's side,
grabbed her in his arms and quickly retreated: "You don't want to die! That old fish head may not
even be able to block this sword."

Looking at the sky of blue light, it must be the old fish head of the Heavenly God

Hall who had struck.



But what Lin Hao didn't expect was that Shen Xiyan, who he was holding in his
arms, was ...... "Let go!"

Shen Xiyan coldly spoke, looking at Lin Hao's gaze made Lin Hao's heart tremble

violently, Shen Xiyan's gaze was cold and unfamiliar, as well as that cold tone of voice.

Lin Hao was all confused, "Xiyan, you, you don't remember me?"

Why did she look at herself, so unfamiliar, yet Lin Hao clearly felt that she should
not have forgotten herself.

"Remember, you're my man." Shen Xiyan spoke in a clear and cold voice, like a
cold and arrogant queen on high, who could be watched from afar but not played with.

Another sigh from the old fish head rang out, "He became a god in an ancient way,
gaining divinity while depriving himself of humanity, she didn't forget you, yet she also ......
alas."

Lin Hao's face was incomparably ugly, did it mean that the Heaven Ascending

Ladder had still completed the inheritance? They had entered the trial secret realm that had been

switched by the Underworld Ancient Clan, but Shen Xiyan had entered the real secret realm by

mistake and had even received the inheritance!

"Old ancestor, why didn't I do that? I... I'm a little indifferent to living beings,
but I'm not completely indifferent." Ah Yao was a little baffled.



Cang Wolf on the side also hurriedly pulled Lin Hao to the side to end it with Lin
Hao, saying that he was sorry for not being able to keep an eye on Shen Xiyan, but Cang Wolf also

told Lin Hao that although after obtaining the inheritance, Shen Xiyan had become this way and

even ordered them in a direct tone of command, but Shen Xiyan still cared for him very much ah.

After all, it was also Shen Xiyan's request to come to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's mood was incomparably complicated and he didn't know what to say

anymore.

"That's because you were forcibly fused with my humanity the first time you

became a god, otherwise this sharp sword wouldn't have fallen until now!" The old fish head

sighed, not expecting that after escaping for such a long time, he would never be able to escape

his destiny.

Back then, because of the Xuan Yuan sword, a sword cut through the immortal

court, they lingered and fled the divine state but still could not escape the pursuit of the Xuan Yuan
sword.

This sword is the will of the Yellow Emperor? Xi'er Shan Fu Fu Fu Yi Ai? The

Xuan Yuan sword was able to withstand it before, and although it almost cut Lin Hao as well, it
was not as violent as it is today, and when Shen Xiyan appeared, the Xuan Yuan sword could not

hold back completely.



This was an immortal who was completely taken over by divinity and had no
humanity left, and that was the one it would kill.

The Heavenly God Temple and other gods had survived so far because they had
forcibly fused their humanity, and although they were still somewhat indifferent to living beings,
they were at least not inhuman, being completely fused by their divinity and turning into tool

people with no feelings for the Great Dao.

At this point, the old fish-head's great hand collapsed, and the ten-thousand-foot
sword light dissipated into a golden glow.

The Xuan Yuan sword also disappeared, completely out of sight!

Was it over?

"Old Fish Head is really fierce, he can even resist the Regulus Sword, if that's true,
then he wouldn't have run back then." Lin Hao was completely shocked by the scene in front of

him, this was a real fight of the gods.
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Whether it was the monstrous sword light or the big hands of the old fish head, Lin Hao felt a
suffocating and terrifying oppression, and even his heart rate was suddenly forced down to the

most? Closed Xi Ai Di Yi Pao Closed Flick? Low.



"No, the Xuan Yuan sword hasn't disappeared, it's always been there! It is right in
front of my eyes, resting against the door of my heart by an inch." Shen Xiyan spoke in a clear,
cold voice.

Lin Hao jerked back, and the others also looked at Shen Xiyan, there was nothing,
there was nothing in front of her.

"Don't be deceived by your eyes, close them and you will see, I don't have much
time left, this world cannot allow true immortals to exist after all, at least I am not able to find a

solution, Lin Hao boy this mission will be left to you, not for us, only for yourselves, the matter of
the divine world is over." The old fish head's voice came in a disembodied voice, only it was
getting smaller and smaller.

At the moment the old fish head's voice dissipated, all the idols in the Heavenly
God Hall crumbled at the same time, and the Heavenly God Hall collapsed with it.

The same happened to the Ancient Clan of the River Styx, the statue of the god
was destroyed and the ancestor was pierced by a sword that travelled through time and space!

This was a sword that came from the upper reaches of the river of time.

The moment the sword light fell, both the old fish head and the old ancestor of the
River Styx clan sighed with despair at the cruelty of the Yellow Emperor, who, after cutting
through the Immortal Court in the upper reaches of the Long River of Time and Space, passed a

sword towards the lower reaches of the Long River of Time and Space, i.e. this future time and
space, cutting through the Long River of Time and Space in one stroke and completely destroying
the Immortal Court!



The black qi in the Cloud Dream Swamp faded away like a tide, while those spirit
beasts and ancient gods who had surrendered to the River Styx were still staring intently at Lin
Hao and the rest of them; with the fall of the gods, wouldn't that be their time?

At this time, no one bothered about these guys anymore, Lin Hao and Ah Yao both
closed their eyes one after another, and just as they did, both of them snapped open their eyes

almost simultaneously, their faces full of horror!

"This, how did this happen!" Lin Hao and Ah Yao looked at each other, both seeing
the shock in each other's eyes.

Shen Xiyan didn't even need to close her eyes to be able to see the Xuan Yuan

sword resting against the door of her heart, but it seemed that her humanity had been stripped

away and she wouldn't even feel scared anymore.

"Chief, what do you see?" Cang Wolf curiously came over to look at Lin Hao.

"Xuan Yuan Sword, I saw the Xuan Yuan Sword, it was lying a ten feet distance in
front of me, and it was emitting a deadly sharpness, that sharpness was pressing me, it was like
waking up from a nightmare with a sudden awakening kind of horrible feeling." Lin Hao gulped,
this Xuanyuan sword disappeared, yet it didn't disappear, it was just a ten feet distance in front of
him.



Ah Yao's voice was tinged with sobs, "I, my side is even closer, the Xuan Yuan
sword is just three feet away in front of me, the sharp edge is against the door of my heart, what
should I do, I can't sleep anymore?"

"I know what's going on." Lin Hao sighed, the stronger the divinity, the less
human nature, and the less human nature then the closer this sword would be to the heart door

position, once it completely lost its humanity and was replaced by divinity, then the Regulus
sword would pierce through the heart and behead it directly!

At the same time, Lin Hao also got a good news, that is, this Xuan Yuan sword is
only against Shen Xiyan's heart gate position, although it is very serious, does that mean that Shen
Xiyan actually still has her humanity?

When he thought of this, Lin Hao smiled, smiling happily, that is, on earth, how
could he not eat fire and smoke?

Lin Hao was confident that he would bring back Shen Xiyan's humanity for good!

Lin Hao went forward and held Shen Xiyan's hand. Shen Xiyan's hand was very

cold, like a block of ice that made people's bones sting, but Lin Hao still held it tightly with

tenderness in his eyes: "Xiyan, what you have lost I will sacrifice my life to help you get back,
even if I have to go to the bottom of the earth to get down to the yellow spring!"

"You don't even read the draft." Shen Xiyan brushed aside her mouth and coldly

flung her hand, trying to shake off Lin Hao's hand, but as a result, Lin Hao's grip was so strong
that Shen Xiyan could not break free, Shen Xiyan was slightly angry: "Let go!"
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"I don't!" The corners of Lin Hao's mouth rose, haha, why did it feel like Shen Xiyan's current
appearance was a bit arrogant? It wasn't like she had lost her humanity, it was just a bit more
arrogant than before.

"Let go of your hand, men will only affect the speed of my strikes." Shen Xiyan
frowned slightly, if it was someone else, she would have already thrown a slap at him, but facing
Lin Hao, Shen Xiyan didn't know why, she just couldn't let go of her hand.

"The actual fact is that you can't get a good deal on your own. Close dye er wuai
xi pao er? Degree, but hubby won't." Lin Hao nodded his head repeatedly, strongly agreeing with
Shen Xiyan's words.

"Oops you let go, the enemy is about to hit us." Shen Xiyan was speechless, it was
useless to be angry at Lin Hao, indifferent he didn't care, on the contrary, Shen Xiyan couldn't get
down to punch Lin Hao.

"Huh~ forceful show of affection, there is a feeling of being broken open mouth

full of stuffed handful of dog food." Cang Wolf and Nan Hu looked at the two with disgusted eyes,
but they were happy from the bottom of their hearts, in front of Lin Hao, it seemed that this queen
wasn't so cold anymore.

The Red Umbrella Judge, who had been calming the scene over Yun Meng Ze,
appeared, as the roiling Yin Qi receded, he had to reveal himself, holding an oil paper umbrella

around his body, fluttering about.



A Yao was the first to see the Red Umbrella Judge and frowned slightly, but there
was nothing she could do.

"How about neither you nor I make a move? Before the old ancestor left, he had
already sent me a message that the edge of the divine world and the River Styx world had been
stabilized, and with his departure, there would be no further encroachment on this world space,
but there will be a battle between the River Styx Ancient Clan and the Heavenly God Hall." The
Red Umbrella Judge spoke indifferently, "Let's fight with the manpower of both sides below!"

"If we lose, the River Styx Ancient Clan will not cross half a step past the Cloud
Dream Swamp for a thousand years! If you lose, then how about the Cloud Dreaming River and

the Misty Forbidden Land being classified as the realm of the River Styx?" Judge Red Umbrella

gazed at Ah Yao.

At this moment, countless voices resounded in the mind of the Red Umbrella

Judge, all from those bigwigs of the Underworld River Ancient Clan, and on Ah Yao's side as
well, other Gods and Goddesses, were also sending messages to Ah Yao.

Obviously they were stronger than Ah Yao, and under the threat that the Xuan

Yuan sword would pierce through their hearts at any moment, they didn't dare to engage in war
easily!

After all, once they fought with all their might, they would inevitably have to use
their divinity, and every time they used that power it would erode one point of their humanity, and
that Regulus sword would go one point against the door of their hearts!



Ah Yao didn't dare to agree at first, but looked towards Lin Hao.

Before Lin Hao could say anything, Shen Xiyan forcibly broke free of Lin Hao's
hand and raised her hand in a domineering manner, "The Dragon Group will listen to the order!"

The crowd hesitated, after all, before Lin Hao was not here, Shen Xiyan was the
strongest, so there was no excuse to listen to her orders, but now the chief Lin Hao was here.

"Dragon team, listen to the order! Disc him!" Lin Hao summoned the inscribed

sword of a deity, and when the sword pointed, no one dared to disobey!

"Yes! Chief!" Since Lin Hao had given the order, there was no more hesitation to
kill out!

"Kill all the humans!" Long Kai Tian led his men in a roar!

"Cut down these half-human, half-demon monsters!"

The seven hundred or so Dragon Group warriors shouted with the same furious
vigour!

On the side, Ah Yao: w(?Д?)w!



There are offended!

Shen Xiyan took the lead, rushing into the enemy's army with a rainbow of energy,
her hands waving, the ribbons in her hands soaring in the wind, deft and tricky like spiritual

snakes, she was able to roll hundreds of spirit beasts and hit them hard.

These spirit beasts are not bad, but they are mostly at the third level of the

Illusionary Spirit Master realm, but against Shen Xiyan, who has the divine nature and is at the

fourth level, there is hardly a single defender!

The warriors of the Dragon Group were experienced in many battles, and they

worked closely with each other, advancing and retreating, and under the Cang Wolves and

Southern Tigers, they were very effective in pulling and holding the enemy so as to wipe them

out.

Compared to the Dragon Group, the opposite side was just a group of stronger
rabble!
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"White Tiger Bloodline!"With a roar, the white cat's body glowed with a dazzling white light, and
his body surged into the enemy army, killing them like a tiger into a flock of sheep.

Lin Ruo Shi was constantly setting up formations around her, while Xiong Er

roared and charged forward to open the way for Lin Ruo Shi, killing her along the way.



Chen Kai, on the other hand, was working with the other three teammates,
constantly straying outside the battlefield to shade people.

Lin Hao was similar to Shen Xiyan in that he was killing people in the midst of an
army.

Lin Hao raised his hand and surrounded himself with dozens of sword qi, like a
circle around him, and with a fling of his right hand, dozens of sword qi shot out, one sword qi

penetrating a dozen enemies before exploding with a bang, taking the lives of several more.

As the sword qi exploded, Lin Hao's hands did not stop, countless sword qi swept
away like rain everywhere he went, limbs and arms were broken, wailing everywhere, the pungent
smell of blood filled the air, blood stained the earth, no one was able to get close to them, even
those between the late third and fourth level of illusionary spirit masters were still able to stand up
to Lin Hao's attack.

The key is that Lin Hao doesn't fight them at all. Once Lin Hao finds a difficult
bone, he immediately turns his aim to kill the most enemies as quickly as possible!

It seemed that the other side had more than twenty times the number of Lin Hao
and his side, but in one encounter, in a short while, the other side had lost more than two thousand
men, almost half of which were killed by Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan alone.



The Red Umbrella Judge's face turned black as he cursed, "Long Kai Tian, if you
keep wandering off, you won't be able to catch up with the heat by eating shit, go! All the fourth
realm Illusionary Spirit Masters form a targeting formation, stop those two humans for me!"

Long Kai Tian snapped back to his senses, what was a sure win battle turned out to
be a straightforward opening blow to their side, very much affecting the army's morale,
sometimes it was true that having more people was not an advantage, once the army's morale was
unstable, it would instead result in a big rout situation.

The key was the two group attackers, who rushed in and killed them, and there

was no way to stop them.

"All fourth level realm powerhouses, stop these two for me!" Long Kai Tian gritted
his teeth and ordered at once, and two to three hundred Fourth Grade Realm powerhouses quickly

rushed in from all directions, rushing towards Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan respectively.

Long Kai Tian, on the other hand, silently concealed himself in the crowd.

Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan frowned almost at the same time, although they were
rushing through the thousands of armies, they were always paying attention to Long Kai Tian, who
was quickly spotted by them the first time he disappeared.

With unparalleled tacit understanding, the two of them quickly shook off their

opponents and killed their way towards where Lin Ruoshi was at top speed!



Everywhere they went, there was naturally wailing and blood all over the ground.

"Jie Jie, once we catch this little brat, this battle is no longer in doubt." Long Kai
Tian grinned grimly as he approached towards Lin Ruoshi.

Long Kai Tian couldn't have thought better, Shen Xiyan and Lin Hao were the ones
who would influence the final course of this battle, and the only one who could influence these two
was Lin Ruoshi!

"Sword Zhen!" Lin Hao summoned a hundred feet giant sword, and this giant

sword Qi suddenly appeared above Lin Ruoshi's head and came down with a bang!

"Xiao shi, run!" Shen Xiyan's voice was still cold, but with a touch of anxiety, as
she spoke, she also violently threw out a floating belt and flung it at Lin Ruoshi, the two of them
also cooperated incomparably well, Shen Xiyan wanted to use the floating belt to roll Lin Ruoshi

away.

But Lin Ruo Shi was frozen, she couldn't figure out why her mother and father

suddenly struck out at her, but why did her mother shout at herself to be careful while striking out
at her?

"Long Kai Tian you stop it!" Lin Hao's face was as gloomy as water because he

had? Lu Yi Yi Yi served Fuzzy Cover? Seeing a dense cloud of Yin Qi appearing just a short

distance away next to Lin Ruoshi now, Long Kai Tian's figure also slowly appeared.



Lin Ruoshi also saw it and then looked at Long Kai Tian, who looked at Lin Ruoshi
with a scowl on his face, "Jie Jie, got you."

"Hello, Uncle." Lin Ruoshi spoke timidly, looking cute and anxious.
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The other side of the room, Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan, were going crazy.

Lin Ruoshi's phrase 'hello uncle' caused Long Kaitian to be slightly confused, and
then Lin Ruoshi spoke again, "Uncle, you're so black, did you fall into a shit hole?"

As soon as Long Kai Tian heard this, he felt that he had been tricked by this little

brat, and since Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan's attack was about to arrive, he quickly rushed forward to
catch Lin Ruoshi.

However, the moment Long Kai Tian touched Lin Ruoshi, he froze.

His hand had actually penetrated Lin Ruoshi's body without any obstruction, it
hadn't touched anything, what the hell was this?

Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan were desperately trying to control their attack, after all,
their daughter was still there, afraid that they might not save Lin Ruoshi and hurt their daughter

instead.



But when they saw this scene, not only was Long Kai Tian confused, Lin Hao and
Shen Xiyan were also stunned, what was going on?

"Slightly, uncle you can't hit it, gasp." Lin Ruoshi appeared a hundred meters

away, sitting on Xiong Er's shoulder, making a face towards Long Kai Tian with her tongue out.

"I'll kill you!" Long Kaitian was furious, he was a fourth-grade Illusionary Spirit
Master, but he had been fooled by a little kid under four years old!

"That damn girl." Shen Xi Yan laughed and scolded, her tone had reproach as well
as pride, while the soft power that was floating to roll away Lin Ruoshi, fiercely turned into a

furious attacking force.

Lin Hao did not hesitate to let the hundred-foot giant sword fall with a bang. After
the giant sword fell, Lin Hao glanced at the flickering smile on Shen Xiyan's face out of the corner
of his eye, and the uneasiness in his heart was reduced by a lot, he was convinced that Shen Xiyan
would never let the divinity completely swallow up humanity.

The giant sword fell, directly bursting Long Kai Tian into Yin Qi, Yin Qi rolled
and surged around him, Long Kai Tian's body quickly recovered and looked at Lin Hao with a

smug look on his face, "Hey, just don't die, you can take me ...... treadmill!"

Long Kaitian hadn't been pleased with himself for a while before he was directly

slapped out by Shen Xiyan's floating belt and then exploded once more.



Although they couldn't kill Long Kai Tian, Lin Hao and Shen Xi Yan also

discovered a problem, that is, although this guy couldn't be killed, but every time after blowing
him up, the speed of recovering his body would be slower than last time, and the Yin Qi also

faded a bit, so that's how it happened, similar to breaking up the Fate Qi on the zombie.

Thus, there was an incomparably strange scene on the battlefield, Lin Hao and
Shen Xiyan were waiting for Long Kai Tian to revive, and as soon as Long Kai Tian revived, he
was blown up by Lin Hao or Shen Xiyan.

The fourth level Illusionary Spirit Masters who had converged on Long Kai Tian
tried to relieve him, and Long Kai Tian tried desperately to run towards those people, but it was no
use at all.

After being blown up a dozen times, Long Kai Tian's strength had plummeted,
and Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan, either of whom could have dealt with him alone, left another person
to take on the group of fourth level Illusionary Spirit Masters, and the two sides fought to a

standstill, while the Red Umbrella Judges? The two sides were fighting, and the Red Umbrella

Judge? s face was already dark, but now it was even darker.

On the other side of the battlefield, on the battlefield against the Dragon Group,
they had an absolute advantage in numbers, even though they had suffered heavy casualties, but
they still had a numerical advantage of more than ten times, but they could not defeat the Dragon
Group, and of course, the aura reserves of the members of the Dragon Group were beginning to

deplete like crazy, and their combat power was beginning to decline.

"Hahahaha!"



A cheerful laugh came from the sky, echoing and booming throughout the entire

Yun Meng Ze!

Lin Hao froze for a moment, why was this sound a little familiar?

"The sword of the great river comes from the sky! I, the divine sword of the

capital, Chen Bei Xuan, have returned! Haha, you didn't expect that, did you? I didn't expect it
either!" A magnificent figure in a lab coat suddenly appeared above the void, none other than
Chen Bei Xuan, the Divine Sword of the Capital!

Mr. Lin Hao was stunned, then the corners of his mouth twitched, "Fart, the
Capital Divine Sword Chen Beixuan, you are the Capital Beep King Chen Beixuan, right? What a

pretender!

As Chen Bei Xuan's words fell, a sword fell from the sky, this sword landed

directly in the middle of Yun Meng Ze, the sword power spread out like an atomic bomb

explosion, the ancient trees in the sky were instantly shattered and destroyed, not even a single
branch was left intact, wherever the sword power went, living beings were wiped out, the sword
shattered everything in the area!
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